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Abstract— This research proposed a high security unparking 

system using ATMEGA-8 Microcontroller and ATMEL 

Studio Embedded C using. At the time of parking the user are 

stress about the security of their vehicle with an assured 

security where Parking is labelled “Park at Your Own Risk” 

and  in some places if there security is available then they are 

in stress regarding the unparking of vehicle who is unparking 

the vehicle. So the proposed Unparking management system 

will reduce the human stress and time of both vehicle user and 

parking security authorities. The proposed system uses the IR 

Sensors and EM-18(Electro Magnetic-18 RFID Reader 

module) which are communicating through UART which is 

connected with ATMEGA-8 Microcontroller which transmit 

information by Displaying on LCD. The proposed system 

will allow user to unpark a vehicle with high security system 

using latest RFID technology. According to this system if the 

user try to unpark the vehicle without swiping the valid card 

it will alarm to the security authority by displaying 

unauthorized according to vehicle to authority then authority 

will come in action to resolve the issue. So the proposed 

system will allow user to park the vehicle in a secured area 

with this management system.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The system uses the IR Sensors, ATMEGA8 microcontroller, 

EM-18(Electrpmagnetic18) Card Reader Module which are 

communicating through Universal Asynchronous Receiver 

and transmitter(UART) with ATMEGA-8 Microcontroller 

each other to make secure of unparking of vehicle. In this 

proposed project whenever a user wants to unpark the 

vehicle, there will be a system with LCD displaying an option 

Press-2 to Unpark, when a user selects the unpark option then 

LCD will display “Swipe Your Card” the same card which 

was provided by the parking authority at the time of 

parking[1]. Then the user has to swipe the card on EM-18 card 

reader. Then EM-18 will read the card and match the data of 

the card with that data which is stored in the memory of the 

microcontroller. Once a received data is matched with the 

stored data at the time of parking then it will display “Remove 

your Car” from the particular slot from a particular parked 

slot, and if data is not matched by the stored data in 

microcontroller for the particular parked slot then 

microcontroller will transmit an  information by displaying 

on LCD “Invalid Card”, it happen due to security reason 

because may be the person try to swipe another card for 

particular parked card or swiping the fake card and then the 

microcontroller will only give 2 more chances to swipe valid 

card. If the user fails to swipe valid card in all the given 

chances then Red signal is alarmed to parking authority and 

also by displaying “Wait Till Issue Get Resolved”. Then 

authority will come to resolve the issue. Also each IR Sensor 

placed at parking space which are connected to the 

microcontroller will also sense, that someone tried to remove 

the car without swiping the card then it will also trigger an 

alarm by Red Signal to authority by displaying “Un-

Authorized According to Vehicle” and then security authority 

will resolve the issue. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of RFID Based High Security 

Parking System. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A. For Unparking 

 
Fig. 2: Flow Chart for Proposed Unparking System 
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IV. SOFTWARE REQUIRED 

A. ATMEL Studio 

Used for writing a program in embedded C as per our work 

need, then a program is debugged and showed zero error and 

can upload to microcontroller. 

B. Proteus Stimulator 

 
Fig. 3: Proposed System 

Fig.3.depict the circuit diagram for the proposed parking 

system of the above circuit diagram. It is used for this project 

for connections of all necessary components to the Atmega8 

Microcontroller’s pin and also same connection use on 

hardware to make correct connection. 

C. Advantage of using Software   

1) There will be no connection problem in hardware, we can 

make connection as per stimulation. 

V. OPERATIONS 

A. Performance-1 

The operation is ready to perform the task displaying press1 

for Parking and 2 for Unparking of the vehicle.  

 
Fig. 4: Displaying Options (Connections of all components) 

B. Performance-2nd 

After selecting the option Microcontroller will allow to 

Display “Swipe Your Card” which is readable by EM-18 

RFID reader by allowing Green Signal to user. 

 
Fig. 3: Displaying Swipe your Card 

C. Performance-3rd 

After swiping the issued RFID card on EM-18 Card reader, 

Card reader will judge the card, if the data is matched with 

stored data for that particular parked space the it will allow 

user to remove the car from parked space.  

 
Fig. 4: Remove car 

D. Performance-4 

After swiping the RFID card on EM-18 Card Reader, card 

reader will judge the card, if the data is not matched with 

stored data for the particular parked space, it will display 

“INVALID CARD” and also indicate Yellow signal and give 

another trial to swip valid card, the system only give 3 limited 

trial to swip the valid card.  

 
Fig. 5: Invalid Card 

E. Performance-5 

If the user fails to swipe valid card in 3trials, Microcontroller 

will trigger a Red signal alarm to security, also display to user 

WAIT TILL ISSUE GET RESOLVED, and then user can’t 

remove the car.  

 
Fig. 6: Alarm Trigger 
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F. Performance-6 

After triggering of the alarm the authority will come to 

resolve the issue, after resolving of issue, authority will reset 

the alarm, so that parking will become operational for the 

upcoming user. 

 
                     Fig. 7: Displaying Options 

G. Performance-7 

If the user try to Unparked the car without Swiping the card, 

it will also trigger Red Signal alarm to securities, also it 

Display “Unauthorized According To Vehicle” LCD. 

 
Fig. 8: Displaying Unauthorized according to Vehicle 

H. Performance-8 

After triggering of the alarm the authority will come to 

resolve the issue, after resolving of issue, authority will reset 

the alarm, so that parking will become operational for the 

upcoming user. 

 
Fig. 9: Displaying Options 

I. Performance-9 

When the Parking is full it will display “PARKING FULL” 

on the Entry Gate Display so that the user dont have to waste 

time the user can move to another way. 

 
Fig. 10: Displaying Parking Full 

VI. APPLICATIONS 

1) High Security[1] 

2) Less Human Effort 

3) Valid RFID Card always be with user at the time of 

Unparking used at the time of Parking. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have successfully completed our work regarding 

parking[1] and unparking of vehicle using ATmega8 

Microcontroller and it is secure and can find vacant park slot 

very easily[1] . It is an intelligent system. 

Hence it is secure and ultimate solution for now a 

day’s parking areas. After successful performance on minor 

hardware we can implement the same in today’s parking area. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

In future we can make it more advance by implementing 

advance booking of parking using mobile applications and 

also by implementing timer then user have to pay for parking 

how much time they parked and also implement they can pay 

either through online payments and by cash too at the time of 

unparking. 
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